TODAY’S QUESTION

• How should non-local natural resource managers and energy regulators balance critical social, economic, and cultural needs of coastal communities in an era marked by climate change, including sea level rise, and proposals to industrialize the ocean through renewable energy development, primarily offshore wind power? Sub-topics include:
  • The combined effects of industrialization of the ocean and the changing environment on coastal economies and sense of place
  • The effects of industrialization of the ocean and efforts to manage coastal risks on job opportunities, local community economic development and social structures
  • The social and cultural effects of ocean industrialization and the changing environment on potentially underserved communities (including older adults, those of low-income, and other marginalized populations such as communities of color)
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JUST TRANSITIONS

• Distributive Justice
• Procedural Justice
• Recognition Justice
RECOGNITION JUSTICE

• Acknowledge many communities (make the invisible visible)
• Understand diverse values
• Legitimize diverse knowledge (epistemic communities)
PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

- Challenge of multiple layers of governance (federal, state, local, private)
- Problem definition in planning (upstream engagement)
- Models of decision making (e.g., Analytic-Deliberative Process)?
DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE

- Political ecology (global → local)
- Need to fully understand benefits and costs (direct/indirect)
- “Community Benefits” arrangements
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